ONE OF THE GIRLS
AN ICONIC SHOW’S END, A PICTURE-PERFECT WEDDING... WHAT’S NEXT FOR ALLISON WILLIAMS?

SPRING FASHION & BEAUTY
TOTAL REBOOT: THE CITY’S HOT SPAS & TOP TREATMENTS FOR HEAD-TO-TOE GLOW IN PARIS WITH GIVENCHY & SISLEY-PARIS

PLUS
SPOTLIGHT ON DESIGN
CYNTHIA ROWLEY’S FURNITURE DEBUT, STUNNING REAL ESTATE MAKEOVERS & DECORATOR TRENDS

FUNNY LADIES
RITA WILSON & JANE KRAKOWSKI

BROADWAY BITES
GAELE GREENE’S PRE-THEATRE PICKS
DESIGN & REALTY
designer picks

Design industry doyenne Ellie Cullman, founder of Cullman & Kravis Interior Design, and the team at C&K curated a collection of spherical home items and accents. Cullman will be presented with the Albert Hadley Lifetime Achievement Award by the New York School of Interior Design—itself celebrating 100 years—at its annual gala this month.

1. “The Murano glass balls on this pendant form a unique interpretation of a classic design, making the old new again.” $6,200, at David Duncan Antiques, 247 E. 60th St., davidduncanantiques.com

2. “Takashi Murakami’s work is anything but subdued; the saturated colors and strong graphics introduce a whimsical element to any space.” “Flowerball Red (3D) The Magic Flute,” 2009, price upon request, at IFAC Arts Gallery, 85 Delancey St., ifac-arts.com

3. “Rock crystal lamps are an enduring favorite because of the natural drama they impart.” $7,800, at Phoenix Gallery, 219 E. 60th St., phoenixgalleryny.com

4. “Natural fiber rugs like sisal and jute have become ubiquitous, and Rosemary Hallgarten’s Small Stone felt rug is a welcome interruption from the ordinary.” Price upon request, at ALT for Living, 148 W. 28th St., altforliving.com

5. “It’s all in the details is something we often say, and we mean it. These edgy orbs, made from forged bronze, provide the icing on the cake.” “Coupe Nid” centerpieces, from $11,000, by Hervé van der Straeten at Maison Gerard, 53 E. 10th St., maisongerard.com

6. “The No. 1084 knob takes an otherwise ordinary object and elevates it to something transitional, versatile and elegant.” Price upon request, at the Nanz Company, 20 Vandam St., nanz.com

7. “We designed the Harrison table to be elegant yet substantial and versatile enough to use for a round of cards or a place to dine.” $7,500, by EllieHome at The New Traditionalists, 200 Lexington Ave., Ste. 701, thenewtraditionalists.com
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